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QUESTION 1

Whenever an account is past due, the billing system will post an "account past due" event message to a JMS queue.
How is the event handled in the service-oriented integration architecture? 

A. The Business Process layer In the architecture listens for and handles the event. 

B. The Mediation layer in the architecture listens for the event and then routes the event to the appropriate SOA
Service. 

C. There is a JMS listener for each layer in the architecture, so each layer In the architecture Is responsible for handling
events as appropriate. 

D. The architecture does not support events generated by a back-end system. 

E. The Data Movement layer in the architecture is used to detect and handle events generated by the back-end
systems. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

What is the reason to have separate production, services, and maintenance networks in the product deployment of the
service-oriented integration architecture? 

A. The separate networks provide the necessary bandwidth to support the architecture. Theproduction network is used
exclusively by the applications in production. The service network is used exclusively for calling SOA Services- The
maintenance network is dedicated to providing administration servers and operations terminals access to control
applications, services, and Infrastructure. 

B. The separate networks provide the necessary bandwidth to support the architecture. Theproduction network Is used
exclusively by the applications in production. The service network is used to test SOA Services before moving them to
production. The maintenance network is used exclusively to perform maintenance tasks on the production applications,
services, and infrastructure. 

C. The separate networks provide the necessary security to support the architecture. The production network is
connected to the intranet and internet. The service network provides connectivity to the SOA Services but no access to
the internet. The maintenance network is dedicated to providing administration servers and operations terminals access
to control applications, services, and infrastructure. 

D. The separate networks separate different types of network traffic. The production network Is used exclusively by the
systems in production. The service network is used to test SOA Services before moving them to production. The
maintenance network is dedicated to providing administration servers and operations terminals access to control
applications, services, and infrastructure in production and test 

E. The separate networks separate different types of network traffic. The production network connects to the existing
production environment and provides access to the service discovery and to the service bus. The service network
provides connectivity between the service bus and SOA Services only; thereby preventing service consumers from
bypassing the service bus. The maintenance network is dedicated to providing administration servers and operations
terminals access to control applications, services, and infrastructure. 

Correct Answer: A 
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QUESTION 3

How should the stated service-oriented Integration architecture principles be applied at an organization? 

A. All of the architecture principles must be followed. If any of the principles are violated, the architecture is not service
oriented. 

B. The organization should review and evaluate the architecture principles, and then derive their own architecture
principles that match their specific environment and goals. 

C. An organization can add additional architecture principles, but the stated architecture principles must be followed. 

D. An organization can decide to not enforce one or more of the architecture principles, but additional architecture
principles will not be needed. 

E. The architecture principles define what products will be used in the architecture, so the architecture principles must
be adjusted to reflect the chosen products. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

You determine that the first phase of your SOA infrastructure implementation requires design-time Service discovery
and Service version management capabilities. Which statement best describes your logical architecture related to this
requirement? 

A. A Service Bus should be used to provide both Service discovery and Service version management capabilities. 

B. A metadata repository should be used for Service version management and Service registry should be used for
Service discovery. 

C. A Service registry should be used to provide both Service discovery and Service version management capabilities. 

D. A metadata repository should be used to provide both Service discovery and Service version management
capabilities. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

A project manager has come to you as the SOA architect asking why his Service Candidate has to be justified before he
can build it. What two reasons are you going to give that it is important that Services must be justified before they are
implemented? 

A. The Services must be implemented by a single team and the Justification process prevents otherteams from creating
Services. 

B. SOA Services incur greater costs over their full lifecycle than application components and therefore must justify the
extra investment before they are built. 

C. No control over Service creation can result in Service proliferation resulting in a complex and inconsistent SOA that is
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difficult to manage and maintain. 

D. The release of the Service needs to be co-ordinated with other projects and therefore his project will not be delivering
it because the timescales are incompatible. 

Correct Answer: CD 
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